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STUDENT WORKBOOK

Name .......................................................................

Team .......................................................................

Class .......................................................................
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Challenge Bonus Challenge

Vision and Light Experiment – Human Shadow Clock

Amazing Colours Experiment – Colourful Chromatography 

Adapting Animals  Research – Adapting Animals

Aging Eyes Design – Glasses

Visual Disabilities  Research – Career Poster

Lenses and Mirrors Model – Make a Mirrored Fun House

Robots Market a Robot Toy 

Creative Ideas Research – An Invention from History

Developing your Idea Modelling your Idea – Hands-on

Presenting  your Idea Presentation Games and Practice

Use this checklist to tick off all of the stuff you learn and do 
as part of the Challenge your Imagination competition!
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VISION AND LIGHT 1

How many different sources of light do you know? 
Write or draw them below!

How does light reach our eyes? 

Draw in some arrows below to show 
the path light takes and label any light 
source, or objects that reflect light.
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AMAZING COLOURS 2

What colours are in the visual spectrum?
Write them below.

What is your favourite colour?

Write why you like it below.

Optics is the branch 
of physics that studies 

the behaviour and 
properties of light.

Different colours are 
really important for 

design and presenting 
information.
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ADAPTING ANIMALS 3

Match up the words and definitions below:

Evolution The preserved remains or traces of a dead organism

Adaptation The differences between living things in a species

Fossil A practice that learns from and mimics the strategies found in 
 nature to solve human design challenges

Biomimicry  How living things are specialised to suit their environment

Species The process by which living things can gradually change over time

Variation A group of living things with very similar characteristics. They can  
 breed together to make more living things of the same type

Camouflage A defence or tactic that organisms use to disguise their   
 appearance, usually to blend in with their surroundings

Draw the face of the person next to you below and label their features
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How other animals 
have adapted can  

help give us  
design ideas.
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AGING EYES 4

A: Complete the timeline below 
using the information sheet

B: What problems might affect  
how people see at each age?  
(physical and practical)

All good products  
start with a  

problem that needs  
to be solved.
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VISUAL DISABILITIES 5
Write down what you think it means to have a disability below

What visual disabilities can you name?

Using the house below, colour in and 
label any difficulties someone with a 
visual disability may have...

Globally, at least 2.2 
billion people have a 
vision impairment or 

blindness
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LENSES AND MIRRORS 6
What items use lenses or mirrors?

There are two main types of lens. Can you fill in the gaps? 

A convex lens bends light                    
to a                      point. An example of 
an item that uses a convex lens is a 

Lens

Light

Lens

A concave lens bends light  
An example of an item that uses  
a concave lens is a

How do they help us see?

Lens are used to bend light

inwards       torch       away       single       magnifying glass

Light
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ROBOTS 7
Match the robot with the right 
description and add a reason for 
why the robot is used for that 
activity over a human.

This robot has helped search for 
survivors after earthquakes and 
tsunamis in Japan. Its tracks allow 
it to move across uneven surfaces 
and there is a camera attached to 
the extendable arm. 

This robot is used to help 
surgeons with difficult 
neurosurgery.

This robot can fly and is often 
used for surveillance. 

This robot is cute and can be 
easily programme by pupils to 
teach coding. 

This robot performs repetitive 
tasks using its large strong 
arms in a factory.

This robot can dive deep 
underwater and perform 
many different tasks.

This robot hoover can clean up 
your home by itself. It has sensors 
to stop it hitting the walls.

Robots can be 
programmed to 

perform different 
tasks.
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CREATIVE IDEAS 8
What could this be?

Complete the following definitions

Invention =

Innovation =

Product =
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DEVELOPING AN IDEA 9
Pick a coloured pen and use this to write as many problems that lenses 
and robotics could help to solve as possible.

How we can use 
lenses and/or 

robotics to help 
people to see 

better?

Then use a different coloured pen write as many possible product ideas 
that could help to solve these problems.
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DEVELOPING AN IDEA 9
Write your team’s favourite idea below 

Make a sketch of your idea below 
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DEVELOPING AN IDEA 9

Who?  
Who might use 

your idea?

How?  
How might your 

idea work? 
How does it 
help people?

Where?  
Where will people 

use it?

Why?  
Why might people 

need this idea? 
Why will people 

want it?

What?  
What is your 

idea used for? 
What can people 

do with it? 
What is it made 

of? 
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PRESENTING YOUR IDEAS 10
Use the spaces below to complete the key points you need for 
your elevator pitch!

Practice your elevator pitch to make sure it takes no more 
than 2-3 minutes to explain.

Our product is called:

What does it do? 

What problem does it solve? 

How does it work? 
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PRESENTING YOUR IDEAS 10
Add other tips to the mind map:

Speak slowly 
and clearly

Practice

Talk to the 
audience, not 

your paper

Plan what you 
are going to 

say 

Avoid ‘umm’ 
and ‘err’ 

Work as  
a team
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